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Belt conveyor is widely used for material transportation over both short and long distances nowadays while the failure of a single
component may cause fateful consequences. Accordingly, the use of machine learning in timely fault diagnosis is an efficient way
to ensure the safe operation of belt conveyors. *e support vector machine is a powerful supervised machine learning algorithm
for classification in fault diagnosis. Before the classification, the principal component analysis is used for data reduction according
to the varieties of features. To optimize the parameters of the support vector machine, this paper presents a grey wolf optimizer
approach. *e diagnostic model is applied to an underground mine belt conveyor transportation system fault diagnosis on the
basis of monitoring data collected by sensors of mine internet of things. *e results show that the recognition accuracy of the fault
is up to 97.22% according to the mine site dataset. It is proved that the combined classification model has a better performance in
fault intelligent diagnosis.

1. Introduction

As the widely used mechanical transportation equipment,
the belt conveyor plays a critical role in transporting raw coal
in the coal mining industry and other industries. In recent
years, with the widespread automation in mines, accidents
occurring involving mining equipment have become more
and more complex. In some developing countries such as
China, there have been frequent incidents of miners’ ca-
sualties and property loss caused by the failure of mine
equipment like belt conveyer. Generally, the accidents are
mainly caused by improper use or maintenance of the belt
conveyor or not timely detection of the system fault, which
compounds difficulties to diagnose the equipment failure in
real time when the fault occurs. Meanwhile, the development
of the internet of things has brought out plenty of big data
which indicate system error information in advance. Be-
sides, timely fault detection could be a great help for belt
conveyor predictive maintenance [1]. *erefore, it is espe-
cially necessary to improve the detection technology to make

a timely diagnosis of coal mine belt conveyor faults with the
intelligent method.

At present, researches on fault diagnosis are basically
divided into three modules, namely, (i) fault mechanisms;
(ii) monitoring signal acquisition and processing; and (iii)
intelligent fault diagnosis. In the fields of fault mechanisms,
Miriam and Anna [2] tested different types of conveyor belts
under laboratory conditions to verify the possibility and
detailed condition of four degrees, and a naive Bayes clas-
sification model was adopted to predict the severity of the
conveyor belt damage. Relatively, Gabriel et al. [3] con-
ducted a series of experiments to compare the results under
different types of operational conditions, thus increasing the
operational reliability of conveyor belts and understanding
the destructive processes in the conveyor belt better. Peter
et al. [4] developed the equations that describe the depen-
dencies of tool durability and threaded length on both
observed parameters based on the experimentally obtained
data to study a tap failure during the internal threads
making. Papageorgiou et al. [5] studied the samples selected
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and prepared for destructive testing for dimensional veri-
fication, hardness measurements, and chemical analysis to
ensure the material’s efficiency and to improve its opera-
tional reliability. Song [6] analysed the fault mechanism of
the belt conveyor and the former focused on the deviation
mechanism of the belt conveyor. With the development of
Internet of *ings, there are more and more fault diagnosis
studies in the field of monitoring signal acquisition and
processing. Furthermore, Jacek et al. [7] proposed a new
approach to local damage detection in rotating machines
based on an impulsive acceleration signal to extract the
information on the damage of belt conveyor gearboxes,
which extracted the impulses hidden in the signal in a clear
visible and distinguishable way. Walter et al. [8] proposed
two models of gearboxes operating under varying load
conditions based on the belt conveyor and the bucket wheel
excavator to find a strong correlation between load values
changes in condition and the diagnostic features. Andrejiova
et al. [9] applied the design of the experiment method to
determine the effects of factors and the interactions between
them while mathematical models were used to identify the
relationship between the local peak impact forces and
various values of the impact process input parameters.
Tomasz et al. [10] studied the data acquired from belt core
testing through a system to solve the problems related to
diagnosing splices in steel-cord conveyor belts. Zhang [11]
proposed a fault diagnosis method for reciprocating com-
pressor based onmultisource information fusion.Wang [12]
offered a frequency domain analysis of signal processing
methods for mechanical fault diagnosis. In the field of in-
telligent fault diagnosis, different mathematical theories
emerge in an endless stream, such as the neural network
method, extreme learning machine, grey clustering
method, deep learning method, and support vector ma-
chine (SVM) method. Even different theories can absorb
the advantages of other ways to improve their algorithms
and innovate. Ravikumar et al. [13] applied the decision
tree method to find the significant features for classification
of self-aligning troughing rollers’ faults, and the k-star
algorithm was applied for fault diagnosis to raise the fault
classification accuracy. Arup et al. [14] presented an au-
tomated tool called the Manufacturing Process Failure
Diagnosis Tool (MPFDT), which can detect and isolate the
faults and anomalies in the Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) controlled manufacturing systems effectively. Maren
et al. [15] proposed a hybrid machine learning approach
that blended natural language processing techniques and
ensembled learning for predicting extremely rare aircraft
component failure. David and Dariusz [16] developed
mathematical modelling of diagnostic data with the use of
selected stochastic processes—types of Wiener process and
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, and the proposed robust
functional analysis reduced bias and provided more ac-
curate fault detection rates. Jacopo et al. [17] provided a
bearing fault vibration model that took into account the
mechanical design of the cart, its motion profile, the shape
of the conveyor path, and so on; thus the wear condition
monitoring of the Independent Cart Conveyor System’s
elements can be achieved. Jaroslav et al. [18] used dynamic

models to establish and predict the cause and location of
the conveyor drive wear so the trouble-free operation time
of the belt conveyor could be increased efficiently. John
et al. [19] applied the multistream convolutional neural
network (MS-CNN) for automatic feature extraction at
various line frequencies to diagnose motor defects. Yang and
Zhu [20] proposed a fault diagnosis method based on a
probabilistic neural network, which successfully diagnosed
the fault of a high voltage circuit breaker. Chen et al. [21]
proposed an enhanced artificial bee colony-based support
vector machine for image-based fault detection of belt con-
veyor which obtained a detection accuracy of 95%. Recently,
Liu et al. [22] used a gradient boost decision tree as a machine
learning method to detect belt conveyor idlers fault with
acoustic signal and obtained a quite notable result.

Although there have been research works on the fault
diagnosis of mechanical equipment, diagnostic techniques
for the overall failure of the belt conveyor has received little
attention. Belt conveyor equipment is a kind of essential
equipment in coal mine transportation, where safety and
stability directly affect continuous production. In coal mines,
it is significant to carry out effective fault diagnosis of the belt
conveyor [23]. *is study aims at providing an effective
means for the fault diagnosis of belt conveyors in coal
mining enterprises and strengthening the intelligent tech-
nology level of mining enterprises.

*e rest of the content is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduced the model and method in this

paper. Section 3 is the main part which conducts the em-
pirical analysis. Section 4 states conclusions.

2. Model and Method

2.1. Principal Component Analysis. In this section, the
principal component analysis (PCA) is introduced for data
dimension reduction.

SupposeX is a set ofM-dimensional data samples, and its
Kth principal component is expressed as

PK � P1k, P2k, . . . , PMk( 
T
, k � 1, 2, . . . , N, (1)

whereM represents the data dimension,N is the sample size,
and P represents the principal component vector matrix.
*en, the projection of the data sample set at P is repre-
sented as the principal component matrix of the sample:

T � XP. (2)

A single element of the Tmatrix represents

tij � 
M

k�1
pkjxik, (i � 1, 2, . . . , N; j � 1, 2, . . . , M). (3)

According to formula (3), the jth principal component is

Tj � 
M

K�1
XKPKj, (j � 1, 2, . . . , M). (4)

To ensure the orthogonality of the principal component
vectors,
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TjTj′ � 
M

K�1


M

K,�1
XKXKpkjpk′j′ � 0 j≠ j′( , (5)

expressed in a matrix form as

T
T
T � (XP)

T
XP � P

T
X

T
XP � P

T
DP � Λ. (6)

In equation (6), the covariance matrix is represented by
D � XTX, and the diagonal matrix is represented by Λ,
wherein

Λ � λ1, λ2, . . . , λM . (7)

In order to ensure that all of the above formulas are true,
the sample data should meet the following constraints, and
the P matrix column vectors are also guaranteed to be
orthogonal to each other, namely,



M

i�1
pijpik � δjk �

0, (j≠ k),

1, (j � k).
 (8)

*en, it obtains

PP
T
DP � PΛ,

DP � PΛ.
(9)

*e above equation is the characteristic equation in the
line generation. D is the characteristic matrix of the data
sample. If the rank of D is M, the matrix P can be called the
M-dimensional eigenvector matrix.*e Jot eigenvalue in the
matrix should guarantee

DPj � λjpj, (10)

which can be rewritten as

D − λjI


 � 0. (11)

*e feature value is obtained by using equation (11), and
the corresponding feature vector is solved.

In the actual sample data processing, the principal
component contribution rate is introduced to represent the
amount of information that the data sample reflects in the
original sample data. *e larger the proportion of the
principal component contribution rate, the more repre-
sentative the data sample itself and the contribution to any
principal component vector. *e rate is expressed as

gj �
λj


M

i�1λi

, (j � 1, 2, . . . , M). (12)

For multidimensional sample data, principal component
analysis (PCA) can be used for data dimensionality re-
duction. *e PCA process is conducted by following the 4
steps listed below:

Step 1: input data and normalize the data to ensure that
the data of the same attribute are on the same column
vector.
Step 2: apply the principle of the principal component
to find K principal components and obtain the feature
vector and eigenvalue of the data sample.

Step 3: let the principal component vector set replace
the original vector of the data sample set and arrange
the principal components in order according to the size
of the data sample information.
Step 4: according to the sorting result, when the ac-
cumulated contribution rate comes to 0.85, the data
samples can reflect the main part of the original sample.
*e data samples contained what can better reflect the
information amount of the data in the original sample
and remove the principal component with a lower
contribution rate to achieve the ultimate goal of data
sample dimension reduction [24].

2.2. Support Vector Machine Classification. *e support
vector machine (SVM) is an advanced classification method
introduced by Boser et al. [25] and then was widely used in
different classification and regression. *e core idea of
support vector machine (SVM) classification is the optimal
classification hyperplane. When using SVM to classify and
identify a given sample, we find a hyperplane that meets the
classification requirements, try to make the coordinate
points in the sample away from the plane, and ensure that
the areas on both sides of the classification hyperplane are
large enough [26]. Suppose the linear separable sample set is
(xi, yi), i � 1, . . . , l , where xi ∈ Rn, yi ∈ +1, −1{ }, n is
sample space dimension values, and the equation of the
classification line P is represented as ωx + b � 0 and satisfies
the following formula:

yi ω · xi(  + b  − 1≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (13)

By calculating the interval between the outer lines as
2/‖ω‖, when the minimum value of ‖ω‖ is the largest, the
classification hyperplane is the optimal hyperplane of the
support vector machine. *e training samples on the two
outer lines are called support vectors.

Using SVM for machine learning, the whole learning
process is equivalent to finding the optimal value of the
parameters. We introduce Lagrangian multipliers to solve
this problem:

min
1
2
‖ω‖

2s.t, yi ω · xi + b( ≥ 1, i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (14)

Introducing the Lagrangian multiplier, this is expressed
as

L(ω, b, a) �
1
2

(w · w) − 
n

i�1
ai yi w · xi(  + b  − 1 . (15)

Deriving the parameters w and b, respectively, and as-
suming zero, there is

z

zw
L(w, b, a) � 0,

z

zb
L(w, b, a) � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

*en, it obtains
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w � 
n

i�1
aiyixi,


n

i�1
aiyi � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

Maximizing the spacing between classification planes is
essentially an improvement and optimization of the SVM’s
generalization ability. By maximizing the classification plane
spacing, the structural risk of the SVM is minimized, and the
generalization ability of the algorithm is strengthened to
meet the core idea of the SVM. In order to solve the problem
in the above formula, the dual theory is introduced, and the
classification problem is transformed into a dual problem:

min
1
2



n

i,j�1
aiajyiyj xi · xj  − 

n

i�1
ai,

s.t. 
n

i�1
aiyi � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

where ai ≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , n, ai corresponds to the Lagrangian
multiplier of the ith sample, and equation (18) has the only
feasible solution; then the b parameter value is obtained:

b �
1

NNSV


xi∈JN
yi − 

xj∈J
ajyj xi · x( ⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠. (19)

*en, the optimal classification function is finally found:

f(x) � sgn((w · x) + b) � sgn 
n

i�1
aiyi xi · x(  + b

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭.

(20)

*e test sample X can be categorized by the optimal
classification function.

Most of the samples classified are linear inseparable
samples. Since the objective function of the dual function
and the optimal classification function of the solution have
only (xi · xj) and the nonlinear transformation maps to
high-dimensional, the calculation of the optimal classifica-
tion function and the objective function algebra in high-
dimensional space only involves Φ(xi) ·Φ(xj) [27]. So, we
define the kernel function k(xi · xj) � Φ(xi) ·Φ(xj). At this
situation, the objective function value of the dual problem
after optimization is

min
a

1
2



n

i,j�1
aiajyiyjK xi · xj  − 

n

i�1
ai. (21)

*e optimal classification function is transformed into

f(x) � sgn((w · x) + b) � sgn 
n

i�1
aiyiK xi · x(  + b

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭.

(22)

2.3. SVM Parameter Optimization. Suppose the population
size is N, the search space for hunting prey is D, and the

position parameter of the ith wolf set in the search space is
xi � (xi1, xi2, xi3, . . . , xid). *e optimal value of the pop-
ulation, the second fitness value, and the third fitness value
are, respectively, α, β, δ, the rest of the values are ω, and the
position of the prey is the optimal solution of the whole
problem.*e steps of the grey wolf algorithm for solving the
optimization problem are as follows. Firstly, the initial
population is randomly generated, and the position of the
prey is judged according to the position of α, β, δ. Other
individuals in the population also calculate the distance
difference from the prey based on this position, on the basis
of which they track the prey until they kill the prey [28]. *e
specific formula for this behavior is expressed as follows.

*e distance D between the grey wolf individual and the
prey is expressed as

D � C · XP(t) − X(t)


. (23)

In the above formula, t represents the number of iter-
ations of the algorithm, Xp(t) represents the position of the
prey after t iterations, X(t) represents the position of the
individual grey wolf after t iterations, C is the sway factor,
where C � 2 · r1, and r1 is a random number generated on a
closed interval of 0 to 1.

Grey wolf individual location updates are as follows:

X(t + 1) � XP(t) − A · D, (24)

A � 2 · a · r2 − a. (25)

In equations (24) and (25), A is represented as a con-
vergence factor and r2 is taken from a randomly generated
number on a closed interval of 0 to 1 and is a value gradually
decreasing from 2 to 0 as the iteration progresses.

When the grey wolf individual calculates the distance
and estimates the specific position of the prey, α, β, and δ
take the lead to attack the prey and locate the direction of the
prey according to the position of the three, expressed as
follows:

Dα � C1 · Xα(t) − X(t)


, (26)

Dβ � C2 · Xβ(t) − X(t)


, (27)

Dδ � C3 · Xδ(t) − X(t)


, (28)

X1(t + 1) � Xα(t) − A1 · Dα, (29)

X2(t + 1) � Xβ(t) − A2 · Dβ, (30)

X3(t + 1) � Xδ(t) − A3 · Dδ, (31)

XP(t + 1) �
X1 + X2 + X3

3
. (32)

*e distance between the individual grey wolf and the
prey is calculated by (24), the position of the grey wolf after
iterative updating is determined by (25), and the prey range
is finally located by (26) to (32).
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However, with the increase in the number of iterations,
the grey wolf population will have a population difference in
some areas of the search space.*is phenomenon has a great
negative impact on the optimization performance of the
algorithm. Aiming at the limitations of the standard form of
grey wolf algorithm, this paper introduces a differential
evolution of the grey wolf algorithm [29]. *e specific op-
erations are as follows:

(1) *e mutation operation of the differential evolution
algorithm can significantly enhance the global search
ability of the algorithm. *e main point is that two
different individuals in the arbitrarily selected pop-
ulation can differentially scale their position vectors,
thereby obtaining a series of differential information
and assigning it to another among individuals who
are not mutated. *e mutation operator needs a
mutation operator. *is algorithm refers to the
adaptive mutation operator proposed by FAN. *e
introduced adaptive operator is

F � 1 −

�������
f Xbest( 

f Xi( 



. (33)

*e above formula f(Xbest) is the current optimal
fitness value, expressed as the fitness of the head wolf
f(Xα), and the fitness value of any individual wolf Xi

in the population is expressed as f(Xt).
*e complete mutation operation is

Xi(t + 1) � Xi(t) + F1
∗

Xa − Xi(t)( 

+ F2 ∗ Yi(t) − Xi(t)( .
(34)

In the variation operation formula (34), the adaptive
operator is represented by F1, and the difference be-
tween the selected individual fitness value and the
current population optimal fitness value is adjusted
mainly by changing the size so that the algorithm jumps
out of the local optimum to achieve optimal global
results. F2 is a specific real value, generally 0.1, in order
to protect the individual species diversity of the pop-
ulation and reduce the impact of individuals with low
fitness values on the overall situation. Yi(t) is expressed
as the individual fitness value of the wolves in the
population.
If the individual resulting from the cross-variation of
equation (34) exceeds the set search range, the con-
straint is specified by the following constraint method:

Xi � Xi − Xi − L( ∗F1,

Xi+1 � Xi+1 + U − Xi+1( ∗F1.
 (35)

In equation (35), the upper boundary of the search
space is represented as U, and the lower boundary is
represented as L.

(2) *e cross-operation of the differential evolution
algorithm mainly improves the improvement effect
of mutation data by exchanging related data ele-
ments of mutated individuals and unmutated indi-
viduals. *e algorithm applies the basic cross-
strategy of the differential evolution algorithm. *e
populations initialized by the optimal point set are
equally divided into two groups according to the
fitness value and are processed by the mutation
operation, followed by the intersection of the ele-
ments. *e specific formula is as follows:

ui,j(t + 1) �
xi,j(t + 1)rand≤Cr, j � jrand,

xi,j(t), others.
⎧⎨

⎩

(36)

Among them, CR represents the probability value of
cross mutation and is the random generation
number, and jrand represents the dimension of
random variation; that is, a number is randomly
generated, and then, this value is multiplied by the
dimension. A simple cross is shown schematically in
Figure 1.

(3) Selection operation of differential evolution using
greedy thought to select the next generation of grey
wolf population; the operation mode is expressed by
the following formula:

Xi(t + 1) �
ui(t + 1), f ui(t + 1)( ≤f xi(t)( ,

xi(t), others.


(37)

*e penalty factor and kernel function parameters of the
SVM are randomly selected by the algorithm. Under this
condition, the classification accuracy of the algorithm is
restricted [30]. In this paper, the differential evolution of the
grey wolf algorithm for SVM hyperparameter optimization
not only ensures that the algorithm can obtain the global
optimal solution but also improves the accuracy of the
model.

3. Empirical Analysis

3.1. Data Preparation and Dimensionality Reduction. *e
dataset is obtained from the monitoring information system
of a coal mine which is transferring into an intelligent mine
on the basis of IOTs (Internet of *ings) and AI (artificial
intelligence) in eastern China; the typical fault conditions
and the normal running state of the belt conveyor are se-
lected as the research objects. *e six typical faults are belt
slip and belt tear, belt deviation, motor failure, main belt
overload, and belt fire accident [31]. According to the field
visit and the processing of sample data class imbalance, this
paper selects a total of 126 sets of sample data with state
information tags for simulation experiments and 90 sets of
training sample data for training of fault diagnosis model,
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and the remaining 36 sets of data as test set samples are used
to verify the accuracy of the fault diagnosis model. Each
sample data contain 19 fault characteristics, followed by
motor power, motor temperature, belt speed, motor bearing
temperature, coal bunker position, CST (controlled start
transmission) power, CST temperature, CST pressure, belt
tension, drive to drum temperature, belt temperature, drive
drum speed, roadway temperature, redirection drum speed,
motor current, motor voltage, reversing drum temperature,
belt offset, and smoke concentration, respectively, setting the
fault label for each sample data and then establishing a
classification model. *e composition of the training sample
and the fault sample is shown in Table 1. Label 1 to label 7
represent the normal state, the state of the belt slip, the state
of the belt tear, the belt deviation, the state of the belt fire, the
belt overload state, and the belt fire condition, respectively.

*e 19 parameter indices such as motor power, motor
temperature, belt speed, and bearing temperature are
standardized, then notated by X1 to X19, and imported into
SPSS software. Finally, the total variance between the output
parameter indicators is explained, and the total variance is
explained. *e contribution rate of each principal compo-
nent to the population can be arranged, the principal
component whose total contribution rate of the principal
component reaches 0.85 or above is selected, and the above
main component is used instead of the original sample data
for classification processing, thereby achieving the purpose
of dimension reduction of the characteristic index.

*e total variance interpretation chart output in the
SPSS software is shown in Table 2. When the fifth principal
component is extracted, the cumulative contribution rate of
the principal component has exceeded 0.85. *erefore, this
paper selects five principal components as feature vectors
and derives the feature vector normalization to carry out the
next fault identification.

3.2. Simulation Verification. *e number of feature samples
is imported into the fault diagnosis model, and 126 sets of
samples after the dimension reduction using the PCA al-
gorithm are selected. *e training set and the test set are
divided according to the ratio of the test set and the training
set of about 3 :1. Among them, 90 sets of training sets are
used for the establishment of the multiclass fault diagnosis
model and the optimization operation of SVM kernel pa-
rameters. *e remaining 36 sets of data are used as test set
samples [32].

Set the number of wolves to twenty and the maximum
number of iterations is sixty. Choose RBF kernel function,

the superparameter values range is [2− 8, 28], and the
crossover probability CR is 0.2. When the model is verified
by simulation, the improved grey wolf algorithm is used to
iteratively search for key parameters. *e penalty factor of
the fault classification model is 25.3684; the width of the
kernel function is 8.8765. Finally, the classification effect
diagrams of the training set and the test set of the belt
conveyor failure are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
*erefore, the prediction accuracy of the training set is
97.78%, and it is 97.22% for the test set. It can be seen that the
faults of the belt conveyor are effectively classified based on
the model built in this paper.

To verify the performance of the hybrid fault diagnosis
model proposed in this paper, the fault classification effi-
ciency is compared with GWO-SVM, PCA-SVM, and
PCA-GWO-SVM. *e specific setting of the control ex-
periment is as follows: the data used in the GWO-SVM
model are 19-dimensional feature sample data. Model
parameters optimization method with a standard grey wolf
optimizer (GWO) and the setting of the parameters in
accordance with the setting of the hybrid grey wolf opti-
mizer for the same settings: the PCA-GWO-SVM model
was used to reduce the dimension of the data, and then it
was imported into the standard grey wolf optimizer op-
timized SVM classifier for classification and recognition.
*e PCA-SVM model aims to reduce the dimension of
sample data, after which the data are imported to the SVM
model for classification, while the parameter of the model is
set by experience. Table 3 shows the values of key pa-
rameters processed by different models.

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the classification result can
be seen by PCA-SVM classification of the training sets and
test set.

As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the classification result can
be seen by GWO-SVM classification of the training sets and
test set.

Table 1: Training set and test set partition table.

Type label Fault type Train set Test set
Label 1 Normal status 20 8
Label 2 Belt slip 17 7
Label 3 Belt tear 8 3
Label 4 Belt deviation 15 6
Label 5 Motor failure 15 6
Label 6 Belt overload 10 4
Label 7 Belt fire 5 2

Table 2: Interpretation of the total variance.

Component
Extraction sums of squared loadings

Total Percentage of variance Cumulation (%)
1 8.522 44.852 44.852
2 3.082 16.220 61.072
3 2.129 11.207 72.279
4 1.577 8.303 80.581
5 1.069 5.625 86.208
Extraction method: principal component analysis

X (i, 1) X (i, 2) X (i, 3) X (i, 4) X (i, 5) X (i, 6)

X (i + 1, 1) X (i + 1, 2) X (i + 1, 3) X (i + 1, 4) X (i + 1, 5) X (i + 1, 6)

Figure 1: Population crossing rule diagram.
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As shown in Figure 8, the classification result can be seen
by PCA-GWO-SVM classification of the training sets and
test set.

Figure 9 shows the classification of PCA-GWO-SVM
models for belt conveyor fault diagnosis, which proves it is
much better than other models. Table 4 shows the recog-
nition and diagnostic of different models.

According to Table 4, the verification and comparison
of the model are conducted. Firstly, by comparing the PCA-
SVM model with the PCA-GWO-SVM model, it can be
seen from the data that the running time of the PCA-GWO-
SVM model is slightly longer than that of the PCA-SVM
model, but the classification accuracy of the model is
greatly improved, which indicates that the optimization
algorithm can improve the accuracy of the diagnostic
model by optimizing the key parameters. *en, the GWO-
SVM and PCA-GWO-SVM models are compared.
According to the data, compared with the former one, the
running time of the latter model was reduced from
11.9546 s to 5.1547 s, indicating that the complexity of the
model was reduced after dimension reduction by principal
component analysis.
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Figure 3: Test set classification identification.

Table 3: Kernel parameter table.

Model building form Penalty factor Kernel function width
PCA-SVM 2 0.05
GWO-SVM 22.6545 12.4765
PCA-GWO-SVM 36.9754 4.9578
PCA-HGWO-SVM 25.3684 8.8765
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Figure 4: PCA-SVM classification of the training sets.
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Figure 5: Test set classification diagram.
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At the same time, the data also showed that the clas-
sification accuracy of the PCA-GWO-SVM model was
greatly improved compared with that of the former one,
indicating that PCA does not only simplified the complexity
of the fault model but also eliminated the redundant in-
formation of the model and further improved the accuracy
of the model. Finally, to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed hybrid model, the comparative analysis was
conducted with several other methods for model verifica-
tion. According to Table 3, it is proved in this paper that the
recognition accuracy of the proposed model is the highest.
Moreover, the running time of the model is shorter than that
of the PCA-GWO-SVM model, which is a relatively better

fault diagnosis model. *is shows that the improved GWO
of differential evolution adopted solves the problem that the
model falls into the optimal local solution through a series of
cross mutation and selection operations, which significantly
improves the performance of the algorithm and ensures the
global optimization effect. Based on the above analysis, the
hybrid model optimized by the hybrid grey wolf optimizer
proposed in this paper is an effective fault diagnosis method
for belt conveyor. With the application of this method, the
fault of the belt conveyor could be timely detected in advance
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Figure 6: GWO-SVM training set classification recognition map.
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Figure 7: GWO-SVM test set classification identification.
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training set.
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Figure 9: Classification identification of the PCA-GWO-SVM test
set.
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for treatment to avoid equipment loss or human injury
accidents.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a hybrid diagnosis model is developed based
on the support vector machine model, which combines
principal component analysis and grey wolf optimizer to
apply to the fault classification of belt conveyor. Aiming at
the limitations of the standard grey wolf optimizer, we
proposed a method of hybrid wolf optimizer for parameter
optimization. *e experimental results show that the fault
diagnosis model proposed in this paper has a higher overall
diagnosis and recognition efficiency compared with the
single method model, and its fault classification accuracy is
up to 97.22%, which could help to improve the reliability of
the belt transport system of the coal mine.
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